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And What About
the Electronic Carillon?

The Bell-master of

Princeton University

makes a corn paris on

of the two types

of carillons-

Cast Bell and Electronic-

.with highly interesting and

informative results

by Arthur L. Bigelow

INTHIS DAY and age We often hear
expressed: "It is the result that counts,
not the medium by which it is achieved."

In our modern world we have discovered
that a same result may be obtained by
different means, and that one particular
way lllay be more appropriate under cer-
tain circumstances than another-though
both ways are equally commendable.
The carillon is a good example of this

situation. What about it? Is it true that
electronic hells and cast bells can both
achieve the same effect? Why would one
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be more desirable in a particular instance
than the other?
Let us compare the two and judge them

fairly, the one in the light of the other.
Let .us concede to each instrument all its
~ents, all the points in its favor, weigh.
lllg th~m both .together. Surely such a
companson, car ned out on a disinterested
and scientific bas~s, can only result in a
better understandmg of the two instru.
~nents and he of value to anyone interested
III b.eII music. Anyone who begins a dis.
CUSSlOn of the carillon-or of anything, {or

that ruauer-c-« ith '·1 I reler--·'. without
all intimate kllow)ege of all points com-
parable and aU issues involved. not only
shows his utter ignorance. but also elassi-
~es himself a pre] udiced and unfit to
~udge, Ior there are usually man)" things
JI1 fa~or of each side of a question. How
does It sland wilh the carillon?
Let us start Our discussion \\ilh lhe ae-

~ejJted definition of the two ill5"lrumenli'
lIlvolved. According to the definilion dra\fn
up a~ the Carillon Congress held at Prine;
lon JIl 19~J6 and acc..:epted by ··Wcb~ter;:
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International Dictionary," a carillon is
"An instrument comprising at least' two
octaves of fixed cup-shaped bells arranged
in chromatic series and so tuned as to pro-
duce, when many such hells are sounded
together, concordant harmony. It is nor-
mally played from a keyboard which
controls expression through variation of
touch."

Another definition of "Carillon," also
listed in "Webster's," reads: "An instru-
ment capable of creating electrically ampli-
fied bell-tones by striking small variously
shaped metallic bodies arranged in chro-
matic series of two octaves or more and
so tuned as to produce, when sounded to-
gether chordally, concordant harmony
which is comparable in timbre and volume
to that of a carillon of cast bells. (See
Carillon I in Dictionary.) It is normally
played Irom an electrically or mechanically

Manual clavier- for cast ben Cm-ilfon

operated standard keyboard, and dynamic
expression is achieved by electrical or
mechanical means. Often loosely called
electronic carillon."
It is readily understood that the carillon

is an instrument of a good many bells and
one upon ·which not only melody but also
varied harmony may be played. In short,
it is a musical instrument, capable of ex-
pressing music as we know it, feel it, and
write it, complete with all its scales,
arpeggios, chords, and jzdl harmony.
This is indeed a far cry from the old
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notion of bell-chimes, in this country at
least, where only the melody of a song or
hymn could he -expressed, in a dirge-like
tempo, one note at a time. The hells of
such instruments were-and still are, of
course-too false to allow any other type
of music. Since the time when these bell-
chimes were installed, our musical sense
concerning hells has developed. Musicians
and the man in the street alike often re-
mark now-a-days that the old chimes sound
out of tune. They are quite right. But some
musicians, those' who know only this older
(for us) type of bell music, are wont to
classify ben music in general as "something
old, archaic, perhaps charming at times,
but still quite some distance from being
exactly musical." They are wrong. Nothing
could be farther from the truth!
Returning to the definition, the bells of

a carillon are so tuned as to produce hur
mony. Therefore, they are not just any
bells; they are tuned bells., A.nd what is a
tuned bell?

In considering this question, we must
disregard the traditional chime of bells.
Certainlv many times an effort has been
made to see that the bells of our chimes
are more 01' less 'in tune with each other,
but in such a series one bell often differs
enormously from another in tone quality
and thus may belong to a tone family en-
tirely different from that of its neighbors.
So ever-y hell sounds just a bit different.
This is due. of course, to the differences
in the partial tones of each individual hell
-differences in pitch, and also in the in-
tensities of the all-important partials. These
chime bells are not in tune with themselves,
since the series 0.£ notes of which each bell .
is composed is discordant to begin with .
To understand just how this can all he,
and to appreciate the perfection of a tuned
bell, we must first review the basic rules
of tone itself.
Vie define a musical note as one made

up of a harmon ius series of overtones. The
tones of a string and pipe are composed
of noturol overtones. or harmonics, since
by nature they divide themselves, when
producing tones, into two parts, three parts,'
four, five. six, seven, eight, etc. parts, and
each part is in perfect ratio to the funda-
mental; each part vibrates separately and
lends Its own harmonic tone to the note
and thus helps to establish the timbre of
that note.

But it is generally not known that a
musical tone does not have to be made up
of a harmonic, or natural, series of over-
tones. In fact, a good many of our instru·
ments Olye their particular appeal to notes
which are made up of a series of over·
tones which do not conjorm to the natural

....._------------------~

series. It is imperative, however, that what-
ever series of overtones these unnatural
instruments do possess, they must either
be very few in number, and these must be
harmonious-or, if the series be compll-
cated, it must approach as closely as pos-
sible the series of natural harmonics.
And to the class of instruments possess·

ing an extended and complicated series o-f
overtones, or partials, the bell belongs.
As with any vibrating object, especially

one which generates a musical tone, the
sound of the bell is made up of a whole
series of tones in harmonious relation-
ship. It is these overtones which, in their
particular position and intensity, give to
the hell its timbre. We shall have all the
more respect for the perfectly tuned hell-
and for those founders who make them-
once we understand that nature did not
ordinate the series 0/ overtones in the Bell,
as she did do in the case of the string and
the pipe. Man himself first had to <1is·
cover what form of bell embraced the most
musical series of partials, and then he had
to learn how to control these partials.
Pipes and strings are exceedingly simple

in form. When they are set into vibration,
they automatically divide themselves into
their several harmonic partials, each a
ratio of the fundamental. When a plano
or organ tuner tunes his instruments, he
listens only to the basic note, the funda-
mental, and tunes that. Little does he
worry whether the octaves, the thirds, the
fifths, preserve their places in the series
of overtones. Nature herself takes care of
all that.

Tuning a bell does not come so easily
to the bell founder. Each one of the tones
in a bell can vary .in its desired position.
Indeed, they have no position until man
masters them and puts them there, care-
fully turning off the metal on the inside
of the bell and stopping every few minutes
to check his tones. If he should go too far,
if he should tune even one partial too low,
the bell is lost and must be recast.
So, to answer a question asked previ-

ously, a tuned bell is one which has had
all its partials put into pleasing relation-
ship to the "fundamental, an infinitely me.
ticulous task. A perfectly tuned bell is often
described as a "perfect" bell, and it is a
credit to any founder .who knows how to
achieve one.
What are the partials that the founder

concerns himself with in making a perfect
bell? How do they compare to the series
of natural overtones?
Looking at nature's overtones as ex.

pressed in strings, pipes, reeds,-the so.
called "natural series" of harmonics---and
the series of overtones in the ben, we find
that there are some (Con-tinned on Page 62)
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AND WHAT ABOUT THE ELECTRONIC CARILLON?

very distinct differences. (See dia-
grams below.) Comparing the two
series in their ratios to the funda-
mental, we have:
C-C -G-C-E-G-Bb-C-etc.
12 345678
C-C- Eb-G-C-E-G C-etc.
1 2 2.4 3 4 5 6 8
It will be recalled that the funda-

mental, or strongest tone, of the
natural series is its first tone, desig-
nated by "I" below. This is not so in
a bell, where its strongest tone is in
the second position of the series, and
is called the Strike Tone. In unison
with the strike tone is the Prime
Tone. It is absolutely imperative
that the Prime sound as one note
with the Strike. One- of the greatest
deficiencies in the majority of our
chime bells is that the Strike and

~o

(Continued from Page 15)

only in some registers of the instru-
ment and, in fact, can be avoided
almost entirely in writing and ar-
ranging for the carillon, so that it
is in no way hiudersome.

We would not want to rob the bell
of its minor-third, for it is this tone
which gives the bell its peculiar
characteristic, its plaintiveness, and
its appeal. Indeed, it gives it its
whole personality.

Centuries ago it was discovered
that the bell must have the series of
overtones described above, and since
then carilJon bells have been pro-
duced and tuned to this series. Then
how does this new type of carillon-
the electronic type-compare with
the older {arm employing cast bells?

In no manner whatsoever may the
tones of an electronic carillon differ

Porlio!

1

Senes 0/ PARTIALS
in a Bell

from those of the traditional instru-
ment, if it is worthy of the name
carillon. Any other series of tones
in the makeup of its notes would
immediately give the instrument an-
other timbre, villify its purity or at
least filch .from it its singular bell
quality. We cannot tamper with the
to.nal picture of the bell. Tone, of
course, is the most important aspect,
but, further than this, all that may
be said of a cast bell carillon must
hold true in the electronics. The
same musical effects achieved with
cast bells must be achieved with the
electrOll.ic. Anything less would put
the latter into another category at
once.

How is it possible for an electronic
instrument to qualify as a bell car-
illon, even though its notes do pos-
sess the same series of overtones as
a cast bell? In considering the elec-
tronic type of carillon, we must not
take "electronic" to mean a collec-
tion of radio tubes for the produc-
tion of the bell tones. The truth is.
that a proper electronic carillon is
not very far removed from the cast
bell instrument. Both create their
tones by striking with a steel clapper
upon bel.l metal. These blows cause
the metal to vibrate and release the
complicated series of overtones

Fun:hmenfa/

IVatural Series 0/
h'ARMONIC5

Prime most always have a difference
of one-half to one whole tone be-
tween them, thus rendering the bell
false at the very ·outset!

And then the Third. No imagina-
tion is needed to remark the exist-
ence of a note so close to the funda-
mental that it forms a minor-third
interval with it. Such is certainly far
removed from anything Nature ever
dreamed. At once, almost any musi·
cian would be inclined to pounce
upon it and declare it anti-musical,
that the minor-third "should be ma-
jor," or eliminated altogether, and
that, as far as he can see, little har-
mony is realizable. Suffice it to say
that he is wrong. The third could
not be eliminated, nor would it be
desimble to eliminate it. The third
could be none other than minor, for
all kinds of harmony al·e possible
with the minor-third bell. Very little
would be possible if the third were a
major-given its position and its
strength.*

It is true that there can be some
"clash" when a major third chord is
played on a carillon, due to the
minor-third of the lower bell oE the
chord. But this clash is apparent

"'For a more detailed discussion of the minor.
third. see '·Carillon." by the Same author, Prince·
ton Un;,·. Pre.s, 1945.
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which makes a bell sound like a bell
and not like a xylophone or a celes-
taphone, or a tubular chime.

Row then may the two instruments
be compared? Isn't such a compari-
son difficult, and would it not mean
placing the two instruments side by
side, performing first on one and
then on the other? Such is precisely
the only way a valid judgment of
them can be reached, by testing the
two at the same time, in the same
place, and under the same condi-
tions.

Accordingly. an electronic carillon
produced by Sohulruerich Electron-
ics, Inc. of Sellersville, Pa., compris-
ing a full five octaves, extending
two octaves below middle C and
three octaves above, played from a
standard piano-type keyboard, was

installed in a tow-
er with a large
carillon of cast
bells. The cast
bell carillon was
one of over {our
octaves in extent
and having a
Bourdon of many
tons - truly an
instrument em-
bodying all that
a carillon should
he.

And then the
tests began. They
were based on
two things: first,
the comparison

of the timbre of the individual bells,
from the lowest to the highest, and
their tuning; and second. the ability
of the electronic carillon to pro-
duce, chord for chord, the same har-
mony of which the cast bell instru-
ment was capable and the carillon-
istic effects it could achieve.

Using the most modern and per-
fected means for measuring pitch
and tonal intensity, it was found that
the bells of the electronic carillon
were. in general, mOL"e accurately
tuned than the cast bells. This does
not mean that the latter were defi-
cient. The nature or the partials o[
cast bells are such that their minor-
thirds, and for instance, fifths may
deviate somewhat from the norm
without detracting from the purity of
the bell. The same partials in the
electronic bells were right on the
line.

The Strike Tone and Prime blend-
ed together perfectly. as they did in
the cast bells. The Hum Tone wa:::
present in all its resonance. a true
octave below the Strike; the Octave
sang out. high and clear, a perfect
octavt> above the Strike. As in the
case of th~ bronze bell, these four
tones-S~nke, Prime, Hum. and Oc-
tave-united to form a note of. . . very
definite pitch. Any bell not pO.:;se~<:-

Rol/o to
R./ndomel7lo/

8
6
5
4
3
2.4
2;2

.ing such to begin with is of lesser
quality from the first.

The Minor-Third, in the electronic
bells, was somewhat less in intensity
than the same partial in cast bells,
This means that the major-minor
clash-v-as in the chord C-E-is meas-
urably reduced.

The Fifth was almost impercepti-
ble, if present at all. As in cast bells,
this is by far the weakest partial.

The upper thirds (major) and
fifths in the octave above the Strike-
Tone are not usually tuned in cast
bells. being of relatively low intensi-
ty and unable to disturb the purity
of the bell or destroy the harmony
of a chord. In the electronic bells,
however. they proved to be more
important. adding a certain clarity
and singing quality to the note. and
were therefore tuned to perfection.

The double octave of the strike
was found to be, as in the case of
cast bells. a bit sharp. This gives,
to bot h types alike, the "mordant"
or "bite" which adds punch to the
note.

The timbre of the two carillons
was directly comparable because it
was formed by the same series of
partials and these partials were lden-
tical in pitch and had practically the
same strength. So closely were the
two instruments matched that it
would have been impossible to tell
which was which. if it had not heen
known which type of bell was being
struck.

There is another element which
enters into the picture at this point.
As the carillon is an instrument of
percussion. the sound of the actual
striking of the vibrating body by a
hard body is a part of the overall
picture. To many. the sound of metal
LI pon metal, in the case of bells. be·
longs to the note; to otbers. espe·
cially when the sound of the impact
is somewhat harsh. it proves distract-
ing. Tn this respect. the electronic
cari lion was '·smoother·· than the
other. there being less of the noiseof
percussion. \'Vhich is more de5.irahle
-bel I tones wit h an introduction of
a strong metallic click or bell tones
possessing less of the click? It is
of course a question of personal
preference.

One of the most noticeable differ·
ences between the two instruments
was in the treble register. Here the
electronic bells g"ave an excellent
account of them~el\"es. Their tone
did not tend to diminish so quicklY
a~ the tone of the cast bell trebles.
The electronic bells remained full
and clear to the last bell. Not just
"pinpoints of light:· as in the case
of most cast bells in the treble. they
continued to sing almo:-t as long S5

the bells of the middle register.
Therefore. if it was des.ired lo keep
the bells singing throughout ~ereral
beals of a mea5ure. it was not neces·
sary Lo ha\"e continual recourse to
the "lremulando" or "s.hake·' as is
Customary-and neces...~ry-with c~,t
bells, The tremulando i.5 we conlin·
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d d -apid striking of the indi-ue an
id I notes of a chord, altogether

1'1 ua • I
andwithoutany rhyt~lllllca ~attern.
It isusedto give the rmpressron of a

h d whichendures as long as thec or . I .
, indicated for it III tne 'Hillen
ume II di ·1 disic As higher he s or man y re
mU~ . '"
out soon after being stru.ck, the
tremulandois of great service. But
it is often used too ~nuch ~nd de-
tractsfrom the listening enjoyment
whennot judiciollsly employed.
Fromthe above it is evident that

a cast bell carillon, if com posed
entirelyof small treble bells such as
these,is not capable of rendering
thefullnessof tone that we have II

musical right to expect. People of len
remarkto a hell-master, "Play the
bassbells; I like the hass hells best."
Suchwould never be asked of a
pianistor an organist whose instru-
mentsare completely balanced, ton-
ally.throughout their ranges. If the
trebleregister of a cast bell carillon
weretonally balanced equal to the
restof the instrument. there would
be no occasion for such a remark.
ln continuingthe test, with a bell-

masterat the clavier of the cast bell
carillonand an experienced musician
at the keyboard of the electronic,
thesamechords and arpeggios were
played,first on one instrument and
then on the other. No noticeable
difference u:as h.eard. Entire selec-
tionswere executed, note for note
the same, on the two instruments.
Theeffectremained the same.
Not content with scientific com·

parisonand the opinion o[ those
techniciansmaking it, it was de-
cided10 determine the effect of the
twocarillonson a certain public. On
three different occasions recitals
wereheld, using both instruments,
beforeaudiences having an intimate
knowledgeof bells. Each person in
the audiences-sometimes Dumber-
ingoyera dozen-was given a copy
oftheprogram and asked to note. to
tbe best of his ahiUty, the instru-
menthe believed each selection was
pl~Yedupon. In spite of their famili-
antywilhhells, none of the listeners
hadmarked his program correctly!
Thereis a place for even-tllill'" in. c

this world. Where towers are hiah
and sturdy, where their belfries are
adequate and sufficient funds are
available, then cast bells may be
considered. This will necessitate a
bell-master trained through long
years of experience with a clavier
quite unlike that of the organ or
piano he is used to. But, if he
should apply himself and learn his
instrument, he will be able to create
a mood with his bells, and give his
listeners that very special music that
only a carillon is capable of. But the
situation is not always thus.

Towers in the New World are not
always - indeed very rarely - high
enough or strong enough, or appro-
priate to housing tons and tons of
bronze. Funds may also be lacking.
Still, people love bells and they are
going to have them, one kind OT an-
other. Many limes they have no
choice but to install an electronic
instrument. When it is chosen wisely,
built to become a part of their tower,
and played by a musician who has
studied the curi llon and all its pos-
ibilities, they will be able to enjoy
a music which otherwise would be
denied them ....

BUl they must choose wisely. Just
any ringing tone does not make a
bell-east or electronic-nor does a
series of such tones automatically
make a carillon. Only a carillon of
the purest tones can render t.hat
highest form of bell-music: harmony
on belJs. The true test of any caril-
lon is found in the harmony it can
create. A carillon composed of bells
whose tones are matched and per-
fectly tuned, is a euphonic, not a
cacophonic, instrument.

Given a towel· capable of support-
ing cast bells and the funds to pay
for them. a discerning musician is
asked to choose a suitable carillon
for the tower. and the quest jon
arises: "Shall ,~e install a carillon of
cast bells or electronic bells?" AfteI
heal·ing and comparing both instru-
ments, his answer will depend entire·
lyon his personal taste and his
personal preference of one instru
ment over another-if he can tell
thedifIerence! THE END

ON BEING A CONCE.RT ARTIST

(Continued from Page 59)

rdeachof ordinary mortals. All who
o not reach tl ' .
I liS station as pianists

are ookedu . !. .Jlon as III eClor JI1 worth
asmen and· j.That .' m qua Ity as musicians,
s ,IS why students often find it
o pamful t I .bT' 0 contemp ate the POSs)-
I Illes of fa·lmus' I I ure to reach their

f 'llea . goal. In their eyes such a
arurelsac f· f·in II h on esslon 0 mferiority

a I eli· Itbe qua ties t lat represent
A~a~~: man or :woman,

musi d labor III the field of
COnot·and receive equal respect
esteem bee b I· .dominantl' ause pu lClty is pre-

Yon the Concert artist. The
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Rohofo
tiarmoni<: Fundol71enla/

3tti(Kiove 8
sevenfh 7
zndFilllJ 6
Third 5
2no'Oc/ove 4
Fir/I> 3

Odave 2

piano teacher, judging on the basis
of pu.bljcity, is held in the lowest
esteem; so ]ow, in fact, that there
is a· very strong belief that any.one
can teach a beginner. The serious
piano student, in contrast to the
medical student, is considered a
nonentity as regards importance to
the country's welfare.

Now it is this very focusing of
attention on the work of the concert
artist that brings the ambitious stu-
dent to view it as superior in worth,
and to hold the work of the piano

(Continued on Page 64)
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THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Offers accredited courses in Piano, Voke, Violin,
Organ, Public School Musk, Theory, ond Orches-
tro! Instruments.
Co"fers degrees of 8,M., A.B., o"d M,M.

Regular Summer School Courses.
UNIVERSITY Address Registrar for Bulletin.L.....- CHICAGO Room 401, 64 East Lake Street, Chicago I, llllncls

COMPLETE COURSE IN HARMONY
A "SELF· INSTRUCTOR" BY JOSEPH A. HAGEN

Formerly Editor of Mf15ieal Theory for "Ttle Lnternational .M"jiciall"
To comply with many requests for a sett-tnstruetcr a KEY has been added to thiS' course to eliminate
the need of a teacher. By checking the work done on exercises of the lessons with the completed
work in the key. the same benefits as those obtained in individual instruction will be deri,ved. A
special introductory price of $7.00 is being made lor a limited time only. Write for details and
moneY-back guarantee.
JOSEPH A. HAGEN - . . 70 WEBSTER AVENUE, PATERSON, N. J.

WHERE SHALL I GO TO STUDY?
.

PRIVATE TEACHERS [New York CHy) MME. GIOVANNA VIOLA (HULL)
Dramatic Soprano

Teacher of Singing-"Bel Canto"

HELEN ANDERSON Experienced European trained Artist
Cooching Opera, Concert and Radio

Concert Pianist Correct voice production, defective singing
corrected.

Interesting course-piano, harmony Beginners accepted
Many Successful Pupils Phone: Trafalgar 7-8230 Mon., Tues" Wed., Thurs.

166 W. 72nd St" N. Y. C. Tel. Sc 4-8385
608 West End Ave, New York City

MME. BOXALL BOYD
.

(leschetilkv) ALFRED JACOBS
Pianist- Teacher-Coach-Pros;jram Buitdi ng Teacher Violin & Viola Coach
Addren-Steinwov Hall-Nolo Studios- Highly Recommended by
113 W. 57th st., New York City, N. Y. Wm. Primrose, Otto Klemperer & Mishel Plostrc

Carnegie Hall Coil Cloverdale 6·3701

EDWIN HUGHES
Write to 7510-IBth Ave" Brooklyn ". N. Y.

SUMMER MASTER CLASS FOR
PIANISTS AND TEACHERS THE LESCHETIZKYINSTITUTEOF MUSIC

JULY 7-AUGUST 16 Estabtished 1913
For full informafion address Secretory Moster classes. Facilities for resident students.
338 West 8'1th Street, New York, N. Y. Austin Rov Keefer, Director

Method Leimer-Gieseking
R.F.D. #2, Langhorne, Pa.

for beginners & advanced students
VELIZAR GODJEVATZ

Pupil of Karl Leimer CLARENCE ADLER
(teacher of Gieseking)

P.O. Box #131 New York 19, N. Y. Teacher of famous concert pianists now tour·
ing the world. Pupils now teaching in Harvard.

(FRANK) (ERNESTOJ Eastman, Syracuse U., Smith College.

LA FORGE.BERUMEN STUDIOS 336 Central Park West New York 25, N. Y.

Voice-Piano
Summecs-Lake Placid

Among those who hove studied with Mr. La
Forge are: Marian Anderson, Lawrence Tib-
bett Richard Crooks, and Mme. Matzenauer.

, 1040 Pork AYe" New York
PRIVATE TEACHERSrei. Atwater 9-7470 (Western)

EDWARD E. TREUMANN
Concert Pianist-Artist.Teacher EVANGELINE LEHMAN

Recommended bv Emil Von Sauer, Mortiz Mosz-
kowski and Joseph Hofmann. Mus.Doc.
Studio, Carnegie Holl, Suite B37, 57th Sf. at

Teacher of Voice7th Aye" New York City Tel. Columbus 5-4357
Singers prepared for public recitals

WILLIAM FICHANDLER Special training for choir and choral directors
Studio address: 167 Elmhurst Ave,

Pianist Composer, Teacher Detroit 3, Miehiga"
314 West 75'th St,. New York Su-7-3775 Telephone: Townsend 5-8413
Recent Compositions published by

G. Schirmer, Inc,

CHARLES LAGOURGUE O. I. Q EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
VOICE PRODUCTION-SINGING Concert Pianist-Artist Teacher

for information: 17447 Castellammare Pacific Palisades, Calif.
35 W. 57th St., New York EX 4·6573

RICHARD McCLANAHAN
Matthoy exponent, formerly his represen.tat;ye, ISABEL HUTCHESON
Private Lessons. Teach,ers Courses, Semlnors- Refresher Course for Piano Teachers:Summer closs-N.Y. Cdy, July-Aug, Modern Piano Technic :Cooch ing Concert Pianists:BOI Steinway Bldg" N,Y.C,
(Tues .•Fri.) CI. 6-8950, other doys, KI. 9-8034 Group Work: For further information address:

Studio 202, 1005t12Elm St., Dallas, Texas
August in New York

CRYSTAL WATERS
Teacher of singing.

popular songs and Classics. SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVA-T,v ._Rad io_Stege_Concert.

405 East 54th St. New York 22, N. Y. TORY OF MUSIC, INC.
3435 Sacromento Street Walnut 1-3496

CAROL ROBINSON Bochelor of Music Degree Opera Deportment
Coach for Pianists Program Building Artists Diploma Pedagogy Cedificote

July-August
in Brookhaven, Long Island, N. Y, Approyed for yeterans

4{J5 East 54 Street New York 22. N. Y, Children's Saturday morning Classe~.
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